
Multifunctional	colums
easy	and	safe	in	extreme	heights



The SCHULTE multifunctional column now holds up shelf and wide span shelving racks and thus even 
greater flexibility in using space optimally. 

Whether as a high shelf rack, storey system or wide span rack, the multifunctional column is designed  
for a variety of application areas and stretches up to 12 metres high. The use of shelves with adjustable 
25 millimetre grids guarantees a high storage capacity across the smallest area and can be fully exploited  
for a bay load of up to 10 tonnes - ideal for your logistically optimised storage concept.

Properties

��  rack height up to 12 m

�� bay load up to 10 t

�� load capacity up to 400 kg

��  MULTIplus Fachböden with system perforation 
and connector system

�� shelf widths 750 mm, 1,000 mm, 1,300 mm  
and 1,500 mm

�� shelf depths from 400 mm through to 1,000 mm

�� shelf adjustability in 25 mm grid

�� Rack profile: U-shaped profile with frame  
reinforcement made from C profiles

�� Galvanised or powder-coated frame

�� The frame is delivered disassembled for  
transport reasons

» Maximum storage capacity 
 on	minimal	surface



Tried and tested technologies converge into a new, efficient high racking system in the multifunctional  
column. U-shaped profiles with frame reinforcement remain stable even 12 metres above the floor.  They  
enable the full use of any shelf. Our MULTIplus shelves, with their system perforation and a load capacity of 
up to 400 kilograms, provide the greatest flexibility and efficiency. Together, they form an extraordinary solu-
tion for your warehouse.

�� For more information on the multifunctional column  
from SCHULTE Lagertechnik – scan this QR code! ‹‹

Briefly and concisely – your benefits:

Maximum use of space

��  rack heights of up to 12 m increase the spatial  
volume of your storage area.

�� storage of heavy goods for bay loads up  to 10 t

�� the flexibility of the MULTIplus shelves also creates  
a high concentration of warehouse goods

�� use of the complete shelf width by means of 
U-shaped profiles

�� minimal picking routes due to high rack  

construction

Various application options

�� use as a high shelf rack, shelf storey system  
or wide span rack

�� the shelves’ connector system enables rapid  
adaptation to new warehouse goods

��  MULTIplus shelves with integrated system  
perforation for easy assembly of the extensive  
range of accessories

�� height adjustability of shelves in the 25 mm grid  
enables adaptation to various warehouse goods  
and increases the number of shelves per rack

»  Efficient storage technology  
for new applications



» Best advice 
	 from	the	idea	to	the	finished	warehouse

Experience, skill and close contact with customers are our strengths. Our highly qualified  
rack specialists will advise you directly on site – prompt, individual and fair.  Sector-specific  
warehousing and logistics concepts that meet your requirements in all process phases from  
a single source:

Analysis
Our warehouse experts recognize your requirements.

Planning
We skilfully accompany you from the concept to the creation of a CAD visualisation.

Implementation
SCHULTE Lagertechnik makes your plans a reality – from production to assembly through to the 
final warehouse acceptance.

Service
Our approved racking inspectors check your racking systems – for safety, value retention and 
optimisation.


